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This article examines evolving jurisprudence on specific personal jurisdiction 
in the US Supreme Court and the Tenth Circuit’s traditional focus on causation. 
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S
pecific personal jurisdiction requires 

that a defendant has purposefully 

availed itself of the benefits of doing 

business in a particular state (e.g., by 

expressly aiming conduct at that forum state) 

such that it may reasonably anticipate being 

haled into court there. But a plaintiff must 

also show that the claims brought against 

the defendant “arise out of or relate to” the 

defendant’s activities in that state.1 This article 

focuses on Ford Motor Co. v. Montana Eighth 

Judicial District Court,2 a recent US Supreme 

Court opinion that expands the considerations 

that “relate to” specific personal jurisdiction 

beyond those involving causation. 

The Causation Backdrop
Traditionally, the phrase “arising out of ” 

has been “given a broad reading such as 

‘originating from’ or ‘growing out of’ or ‘flowing 

from’ or ‘done in connection with’—that is, it 

requires some causal connection to the injuries 

suffered, but does not require proximate cause 

in the legal sense.”3 

The Tenth Circuit has wrestled with what 

causation-based principles should be applied 

in the “arise out of or relate to” prong of the 

specific personal jurisdiction analysis.4 In 

Dudnikov v. Chalk and Vermilion Fine Arts, 

Inc.,5 the Tenth Circuit noted that under a but 

for approach, “any event in the causal chain 

leading to the plaintiff’s injury is sufficiently 

related to the claim to support the exercise of 

specific jurisdiction,” but a proximate cause 

approach “is considerably more restrictive” in 

“examin[ing] whether any of the defendant’s 

contacts with the forum are relevant to the 

merits of the plaintiff’s claim.”6 Some courts 

also have considered a third approach that 

“instead asks whether there is a ‘substantial 

connection’ or ‘discernible relationship’ 

between the contacts and the suit.”7 Dudnikov 

rejected this third approach because it inap-

propriately blurred the distinction between 

specific and general jurisdiction.8 The Tenth 

Circuit then declined to choose between 

“but for” and “proximate” causation, finding 

that neither was outcome determinative for 

that case.9 

Enter Ford Motor Co.
Against this backdrop, the US Supreme Court 

took up Ford Motor Co., a case concerning 

specific personal jurisdiction in two separate 

product liability lawsuits from Montana and 

Minnesota against Ford Motor Company (Ford). 

The lawsuits arose from car accidents in those 

states. The cars at issue had been sold initially 

in other states, but subsequent resales brought 

the vehicles to Montana and Minnesota. The 

state courts in each case held that there was 

specific personal jurisdiction over Ford because 

the accidents occurred in the state in which the 

suit was brought, the plaintiffs were residents 

of that state, and Ford did substantial business 

with respect to the allegedly defective vehicle 

model in each state.10 

Ford argued that jurisdiction was improper 

because there was no causal connection between 

its specific activities and the alleged injuries. 

The cars were first sold in other states and were 

neither designed nor manufactured in the states 

where the accidents occurred, so there was 

no strict causal link, even though the alleged 

vehicle malfunctions occurred in the forum 

states. Because personal jurisdiction attaches 

only if the plaintiff’s claims arose out of the 

defendant’s forum conduct, Ford argued that 

specific jurisdiction was limited to “where the 

vehicles in question were assembled (Kentucky 

and Canada), designed (Michigan), or first sold 

(Washington and North Dakota), or where Ford 

is incorporated (Delaware) or has its principal 

place of business (Michigan).”11 

The US Supreme Court unanimously rejected 

this argument, but with a split in the reasoning. 

Justice Kagan’s majority opinion explained that a 

strict causal relationship between a defendant’s 

in-state activities and the litigation was not the 

only way to satisfy due process. Instead, the 

Court noted that the most common formulation 

of the minimum contacts rule for specific 

personal jurisdiction requires that the suit in 

question “arise out of or relate to the defendant’s 

contacts with the forum.”12 While the first half of 

that standard focuses on causation, the second 

disjunctive half after the word “or” contemplates 

that some relationships will support jurisdiction 

without a strict causal showing.13 

The Court noted that while Ford designed the 

cars in Michigan, “its business is everywhere.”14 

Ford’s promotional marketing (“Have you driven 

a Ford lately?”); dealerships in Montana and 

Minnesota for selling, repairing, and maintaining 

Ford cars; and distribution of Ford replacement 

parts to auto shops in those two states and 

nationwide (urging consumers to “Keep your 

Ford a Ford”) were all activities designed to 

“encourage Montanans and Minnesotans to 

become lifelong Ford drivers.”15 Because Ford 

systematically served a market in Montana and 

Minnesota for the vehicles that the plaintiffs 

alleged malfunctioned and injured them in those 

states, there was “a strong ‘relationship among 

the defendant, the forum, and the litigation’—the 

‘essential foundation’ of specific jurisdiction.”16 

Ford’s conduct as a global car company that 

extensively served the state market for vehicle 

models that were involved in an in-state accident 

was “a paradigm example”17 of how specific 

jurisdiction works. 

The Court pointed out in a footnote that 

“[n]one of this is to say that any person using 

any means to sell any good in a State is subject 

to jurisdiction there if the product malfunctions 

after arrival,” and that the Court’s jurisprudence 

has “long treated isolated or sporadic transac-

tions differently from continuous ones.”18 But 

by firmly rejecting a strict causation approach, 

the Court’s approach to the “relate to” prong 

in Ford Motor Co. has expanded the realm of 

factors that may be considered for purposes 

of establishing specific personal jurisdiction.

Distinguishing Precedent
The Court distinguished two of its recent de-

cisions, Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior 

Court of California19 and Walden v. Fiore,20 

both of which Ford had cited in support of 

its position. These cases provide examples 

of contacts that were insufficient to establish 

personal jurisdiction.

In Bristol-Meyers, plaintiffs brought mass 

tort claims in California state court against 

Bristol-Myers Squibb, the manufacturer of the 

drug Plavix. The plaintiffs included nonresidents 

who had not been prescribed Plavix in California, 

had not ingested Plavix in California, and had 
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not suffered their injuries in California.21 This 

violated the Fourteenth Amendment because 

the defendant’s activities in the forum state 

lacked any connection to the plaintiffs’ claims.22 

“In short, the plaintiffs were engaged in fo-

rum-shopping—suing in California because it 

was thought plaintiff-friendly, even though their 

cases had no tie to the State.”23 The plaintiffs’ 

lack of any real relationship with the forum state 

thus doomed the “arising out of or relating to” 

prong for specific jurisdiction. 

In Walden, a Georgia police officer searched 

and seized money from two Nevada residents 

at an Atlanta airport before they embarked on 

their flight to Las Vegas.24 The Nevada residents 

sued in their home state. Even though the plain-

tiffs’ alleged injury—their inability to use the 

seized money—was experienced in Nevada, the 

exercise of jurisdiction in Nevada was improper 

because “only the plaintiffs had any contacts 

with the State of Nevada; the defendant-officer 

had never taken any act to ‘form[ ] a contact’ 

of his own” there.25 The police officer had not 

purposefully availed himself of the privilege of 

conducting activities in Nevada, so there was “no 

occasion to address the necessary connection 

between a defendant’s in-state activity and the 

plaintiff’s claims” under the “arising out of or 

relating to” prong.26 

Notwithstanding these distinctions, the 

Court reiterated that once a defendant has 

purposefully availed itself of the benefits of 

doing business in a particular forum state, the 

place of a plaintiff’s injury and residence “may 

be relevant in assessing the link between the 

defendant’s forum contacts and the plaintiff’s 

suit—including its assertions of who was injured 

where.”27 Although a plaintiff’s contacts with 

the forum state may be considered for the 

limited purpose of determining whether its 

claims “relate to” the forum, “the place of a 

plaintiff’s injury and residence cannot create 

a defendant’s contact with the forum State[.]”28 

That black letter law and the traditional focus 

on whether a defendant structured its conduct 

“to lessen or avoid exposure to a given State’s 

courts” remain intact.29

The resident-plaintiffs in Ford Motor Co. used 

the allegedly defective products in the states 

where they suffered injuries that were due to 

defective products that Ford had extensively pro-

moted, sold, and serviced in those states. Thus, 

their suits were based on an affiliation between 

the forum and the underlying controversy.30 The 

Court concluded that “the relationship among 

the defendant, the forum[s], and the litigation” 

was “close enough” to support finding specific 

jurisdiction.31 

Questioning Concurrences
Two concurring opinions questioned whether 

the majority’s analysis went too far in construing 

the “relate to” requirement. 

In his concurrence, Justice Alito agreed 

that but-for causation was not required. But 

he asserted that some causal link nonetheless 

is needed and that a traditional analysis under 

International Shoe Co. v. Washington32 would 

have arrived at the same conclusion on specific 

jurisdiction, so analyzing the phrase “relate 

to” based on a parsing of case law as if it were 

a statute was “unnecessary and . . . unwise.”33 

Justice Alito noted that the “common-sense 

relationship” between Ford’s activities “to put 

more Fords (including those in question here) 

on Minnesota and Montana roads” and these 

lawsuits was “causal in a broad sense of the 

concept, and personal jurisdiction can rest on 

this type of link”; thus this “sort of rough causal 

connection” should be what limits the potential 

reach of the phrase “relate to.”34 

Justice Gorsuch wrote a more pointed con-

currence arguing that this “new test risk[s] 

adding new layers of confusion to our personal 

jurisdiction jurisprudence,” and “supplies no 

meaningful guidance about what kind or how 

much of an ‘affiliation’ [with a forum state] 

will suffice.”35 Given the concerns about “inap-

propriately blur[ring] the distinction between 

specific and general personal jurisdiction” 

expressed in Dudnikov (a decision written by 

then-Judge Gorsuch),36 Justice Gorsuch’s cold 

reception to this new “relate to” approach for 

specific personal jurisdiction should come as 

no surprise. 

Looking back at the International Shoe 

Co. dichotomy between general and specific 

jurisdiction, Justice Gorsuch noted that “some 

of the old guardrails have begun to look a little 

battered.”37 In particular, “[a] test once aimed 

at keeping corporations honest about their 

out-of-state operations now seemingly risks 

hauling individuals to jurisdictions where they 

have never set foot.”38 Justice Gorsuch concluded 

by admitting that the expanded “relate to” test 

has left him “with even more questions than 

. . . at the start.”39

 

Causation Now?
As noted above, the Tenth Circuit in Dudnikov 

rejected a “substantial connection” or “discern-

ible relationship” approach for specific personal 

jurisdiction, as opposed to causation-based 

approaches.40 Thus the question arises, has 

Ford Motor Co. abrogated the Tenth Circuit’s 

causation-only requirement for specific juris-

diction? Several district courts in other circuits 

with similar causation-only requirements 

suggest it has.41 In particular, the US District 

Court for the District of New Jersey in Rickman 

v. BMW of North America LLC recently held that 

Ford Motor Co. abrogated the Third Circuit’s 

precedent in O’Connor v. Sandy Lane Hotel 

Co. that “causation is a minimum requirement” 

for specific jurisdiction.42 This is significant 

because Dudnikov cited O’Connor in support 

of its causation-only approach, suggesting a 

similar conclusion of abrogation seems likely 

in the Tenth Circuit. 

Open Questions
Ford Motor Co. did not address internet trans-

actions, and how to analyze specific personal 

jurisdiction for virtual conduct generally remains 

an open question.43 But in a recent post-Ford 

Motor Co. decision involving internet sales, 

Chouinard v. Marigot Beach Club and Dive 

Resort, the US District Court for the District of 

Massachusetts denied a Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2) 

motion to dismiss without prejudice where the 

record was “devoid of evidence that the website 

. . . generates a regular flow or course of sales 

to Massachusetts residents.”44 The court stated 

it would allow a renewed motion after 90 days 

of jurisdictional discovery on the relatedness 

prong of the due process inquiry.45 

As Justice Gorsuch pondered, “maybe all we 

have done since [International Shoe] is struggle 

for new words to express the old ideas.”46 Or, 

“[m]aybe, too, International Shoe just doesn’t 
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work quite as well as it once did.”47 Either way, 

questions remain for another day.  

Conclusion
Ford Motor Co. rejected a strict causation ap-

proach for personal jurisdiction and expanded 

the factors that courts may consider when 

analyzing whether claims against a defendant 

“relate to” the defendant’s activities in the forum 

state. In the wake of Ford Motor Co., the Tenth 

Circuit’s causation-only requirement for specific 

jurisdiction likely will be found to have been 

abrogated. Further developments in the “relate 

to” jurisprudence for specific jurisdiction will 

reveal the extent of Ford Motor Co.’s ultimate 

impact. 
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